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This paper presents the results of an ax;perimontal investi-
gation into tha photomecbanical effect 1n silicon. Tho effect 
was found to be very simdlar to tho electromachanioal e!feot. 
In both oases the phenomena observed is the softening of a thin 
surface layer of tho catorial when it is either illuminated or 
t-Jhen a current is fiow1ng through the material . 
An anisotropy was observed in both tho hardness and the photo-
mechanical ef.f'eot. Increasing temperatures tended t o "wash out" 
the photomechanioal effect. Tho surface hardness and tho photo-
mechanical effect vmre found to depend heavily on proper surface 
preparation of the samples, houever little depandenco was shown 
on the 1Jnpurity concentration within tha samples . It was definitely 
established that high surface temperatures wore not the cause of the 
softening. Uost interesting c.nd ir.Jportant, it was found that the 
radiation responsiblo for tho photom.eobanical offoct has an energy 
that is very olose to that neeessar.r to excite electrons into ac-
ceptor or out of donor lovols of tho semiconductor. 
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I . lliTRODUCTION 
In general, it bas beon observed that an increase in tempera-
ture ldll produce a lat-1ering of the hardness of most materials . 
It has been observed that in silicon the passage of an electrical 
cru.rrent will also produce a low-ering of the hardness . These effects 
are not independent in that an increase in the temperature tends to 
wash out the electrical softening e££ect. Mora recently it has 
been reported t hat an effect analogous to tho eloctr~eal effect 
may be obtained by llluminating the sample ~lith a suitable radia-
tion (infrared wavelengths) . 
This effect is termed the photomachanical effect and is de-
fined as 'the lowering in indentation hardness of a surface that is 
illuminated ~th an appropriate radiation while t he indentation 
is being made . 
The present investigation is conducted to confirm the existence 
of this optioaJ.. effect and to gather data conoorning 1.ts dependence 
on temperature, crystallography, impurity concentration, and axper-
1manta1 procedures . All. experiments aro carried out on extrinsic 
silicon single crystals. 
It is envisioned that t his work may hel p to establish the 
location of donor and acceptor states as being on or about dislo-
cations . This woUld show the dependence of energy lovols on phys-
ical properties and al so show the dependence of peysi.oe.l properties 
on o~eotronic statos. 
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II. REVIEW OF LTIERATURE 
As early as 19.57, Kuczynski and Hochman (1) published a paper 
describing the photomschanioal effect in semiconductors . In their 
work germanium, silicon, and indium antimonide were tested. These 
experiments yj.elded maximum photomachanical effects o£ .55, 70, and 
20 percent respeot:i.velyo At this time, they stated that the effect 
was isotropic within the limi.t of the acouraoy of the equipment. 
The paper indicated that the effect was definitely limited to a 
layer a few microns thick. In a few experiment s the radiation 
from the twin 140 watt spot lamps or Hanovia SH mercury lamps was 
filtered in an attempt to find the wavelengths responsible for 
the softening. The data indicated that the radiation must be in 
the range of two to four microns wavelength or in another band 
shorter than 0. 4 microns . In order to control sample heating, 
the authors applied a thin layer of transparent liquid. 
In a later paper, Kuczynski and Hochman (2) describe apparent 
light induced plaatioi ty in thin ga.rmanium sampl.es bent to i'rac-
ture while il.l.um.inated . In these sampl.es the density of di:sl.oca-
tions increased by a. factor of 103 to 104 times the normal. density . 
This increase in dislocation density indicated that pl.astic flow 
had preceded fracture in tho samples bent while illuminated. 
Similar samples fractured in darkness gave no indication of a~ 
plastic flow whatsoever. 
A a1 miJ ar result was reported by Kikuchi and Saito ( 3 ) 1n 
1Q'iO using a s1m:llar bending typ-t arrangement. 
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Th first very thorough work to be published was due to Westbrook 
and Gil..mo.n (7) o This article has become the standard reference for 
all those who have follm1ed . Their work dealt primarily w1.th the 
electromechanical effect. This effect is very similar to the photo-
mechanical effect, the on:ly difference being the substitution of 
either an electric current or electric potential for the illumination 
as the source of energy . While the experimental work is greatly 
simplified qy the use of an electric current, no information on 
energy bands or threshold energies can be obtained. 
Westbrook and Gilman performed a large series of experiments 
on germanium with the intent of ascertaining whether the phenomenon 
was restricted to a particular set of physical conditions . A total 
o.f seven major experiments were performed. These experiments were 
to ascertain the effect on the softening caused by surface prepar-
ation, crystallographic effects, temperature, charge carriers, 
sample geometry, applied voltage, and time . Each of these major 
experiments involved many minor ones . In all cases, the authors 
found that their results were reproducible within the limits of the 
apparatus . 
Surface preparation was found to have a significant effect 
on results . 1-Ieoho.ni.ca.l. polishing alone produced arrat:1.c and high 
values of hardness . Chemical polishing reduced the hardness to a 
lower, constant, and reproducible value. Af't.or prolonged contact 
with tho atmosphere, the hardness of the surface woul.d gradually 
decrease, presumabJ.y because of surface oxidation. Re-etching 
the surface always returned the hardness to the original value. 
No experiments were run to find out U' thGre ware aey discrepancies 
in the electromechanical effeot caused b.y a g~ven surface preparation. 
J 
A thorough determination of the effect of crystallography on 
tho effect 'ti"as made by varyj.ng the crystallographic direct1.on in 
which the current £lowed and the direction in which the indentation 
was made . The zero current determination revealed a dafinite: ~n-
isotropy in the indentation hardness of germanium. The electro-
mechanical effect, hen-rever, exhibited no such a.n:isotropy, there 
being a quantitatively similar effect in all directions of flow of 
the electric current for indentations made in the same plane. In 
this case, the Knoop diamond indenter 'vas used not only because of 
the shallow indentation, but also because the asymmetric rho1JWiCJ 
shape enabled crystallographic anisotropies to become appal"ent . 
A series of runs was made on an intrinsic germarrl.um apecimen 
60 0 from temperatures as low as -19 C up to +200 C. Subambient tem-
peratures ·uere maintained UGing liquid nitrogen and various ice 
baths. The temperatures above room temperature were obtained using 
a silioona oil bath and electric heaters . The hardness-temperature 
characteristic of the zero current series showed the typical brittle 
substance pro.f'lle in that there is a slight decrease in hardness 
wit h increasing tamperatll1"6 . The hardness-temperature plot showed 
the curve of hardness observed while a ourront was flawing approach-
ing the zero current hardness curve with increasing temper ature. Low 
temperatures greatly enhanced the so:ftoning. The -196°C temperature 
produced electromechanical effeets of over SO parcont. 
Current density-hardness p~ots were prepared for intrinsic und 
both N and P type extrinsi.c germanium si.ngle crystals . It was 
found that :increasing 1JDpur1ty- concentrations, of both N and P 
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var:iotios, increased the zero current h,a_'Y"(lness . Increasing aurront 
densities produced a very s1 m1 1 ar so:f'tening effect, the plots boing 
almost parallel.. Only in a row cases lTas there a disorep~noy in 
this pattern. In thooa oases, a fau N type germanium samples ex-
hibited anomolously high initial softening ulrl.ch u:1th :1nereasing 
current density bocai:Je parall.ol to tho othor plots. Purity J.ovols 
ran from intrinsic to 1019 impurity atans por cubic oenticater or 
equivalently, from zero to a hundrod parts por mil.lion. 
As electrode effects at timDs t~nJ to confuse semiconductor 
experiments, t.ho electromechardcaJ. o£fect '\1as maaDurod neo.r oach 
electrode and in the con tor of the sample. All throe moasuromonts 
y:Lol.ded the SB.IllO result. 
Next Westbrook and Gilman varied t he indentor load so an est-
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imate of the dopth to which the off'oot is oporabJ.e oou1d be mado . They 
found that there ua.s no softening whon the dopth of panotrati.on l-146 
groater than two microns . Thl.s figura uas checked using both Knoop 
and Vickers diamond indenters . Al.so, 1n order for the eleotrano-
chanioal effect to bo made as l.argo as praotical.l.y possible £or th:1s 
oxporiment, it was performed at l.cn-r tomperaturos . 
It was found that tbero are certain time dependencies invol.ved 
in the el.ectrcmJachanical ef"fect. It was thought that there ~ 
have been same dependency on the indentor loading durat1.on. HO'G'ZGVer, 
this proved false . Next, different poriods of loading were tried. 
The interva1 of loading was broken up ~to the in1. tiel poriod, ,m.on 
surf'ace contact is mado and just beyond; the middl.e period, where 
th indentor is in contact at the begi~ and tho end of tho period1 
end the !in&l periOd. :1n lfuich tho illdenter is in cont.aat and is 
raised. It was found that the period of loading during which the 
electric current was allowed to flow did drastically affect tho 
soi"totrl.ng . The experiments indicated that a larger ei"i"ect was ex-
hibited when the current is fimdng at the beginning of the inde~ 
ts.tion, aJ.though there wns an electromoobanical effect shown 1man 
tho current vUls allotTed to now only in the latter stages of loading . 
Westbrook and Gilman's investigation was very thorough, haw-
ever, only ton indentations were made in srry one exporimental geo-
metry. Seeming inaccuracies in the points plotted for curves might 
be explained by noting the statistically small numbor of sample 
points. 
No further American uork has beon .found in tho literature on 
the electromechanical or photomechanical offects. Chronologically, 
the next article was published in October, 1961, in Fizika Tverdogo 
Tela by M. S . Ablova ( 4) . Abl.ova was concerned with tho microstrllc-
ture of mioroha.rdnoss indentations . He observed that visible bands 
parallel to the top edge of the indentat1ons were being formed on 
the walls of zdorohardness indentations made in germamum sampl es. 
These banda wore post ulated to be slip lines. This property was not 
observed in arry other system. The sl.ip lines were said to result 
from the roturn to equi.libri.um conditions after the indenter was 
raised. Bef'ora raising the indenter, thore are large el.astic ro-
stor:l.ng forces present in the walls of the indentation. Releasing 
these forces allowed further plastic deformation and the olip lines 
resul.ted. 
Gorid'ko, Kuz'mahko, and Novikov (.5) studied the photomech-
a.nicaJ. eff'eat from the standp oint o£ changes i.n maohanioal pr~rtiee 
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\T.ith changing current carrier concentration. They viewed the ab-
sorption o~ the infrared radiation as a convenient method of chang-
ing the current carrier density within the ge:t"l!Ulnium samples they 
used . By surrounding the sample with six :300 l-1att projection lamps, 
the total illumination was brought to the order o~ 50,000 lumens 
per aqua.ro meter. Besides using i11umination as a source of current 
carriers, excess carriers were injected into the surface using 
tungsten point contacts . In thl..s artiol.e, only hardneesa versus 
lovel of illumination and hardness versus applied potential relation-
ships were discus sod . The curves in both oases l:oro tho same. 
The method of introduction of excess carriers seemed to make little 
difference . Gorid 'ko, et al, state that it is now reliably lmcnrn 
that the change in surface properties is due to a change in current 
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carrier concentration. Since measurements wero performed on dislocation 
free (102 por co) and on normal. germanium lrl.th the samo rosuJ.ts, 
it was folt that tho carrier concentration affected the mobility of 
the dislocations . The authors pictured tho maclumism in N type 
semiconductors as being a "metallization" of covalent bonds near 
disl ocations that have captured excess carriers . The carrier llaS 
supposed to mako the bond more symmetrical. and less saturated so 
that there :Ls los a resistance to glide . No mention was made o:£ a 
mechanism for P typo materials . 
Gurevich, Lang, and Firsav (6) presented a theoretical paper 
in which the method o£ absorption of inf'rarod radiation by free 
carriers ot a semiconductor "tvas considered. The case of the oubio 
cryst a1 t7as investigated. Fermi and Bol.tzmann stati stics yie1ded 
s i milar result s . The absorpt i on was found to de~nd on the trequen~ 
of the radiation and upon temporature. 
Kuz'manko, Novikov, and Gorid'ko (8 ) found that the photomoch-
ani.cal. effect lias not l.inrl.tod to the classica1 semiconductors, ger-
mardum and silicon, but could also bo found in antilnony and bismuth. 
Effects of up to 45 percent ware observed. The photomochanical 
characteristics wore very s1m11ar to those of si1icon and germanium. 
Experiments l-mre a1so performed tm very good conductors, as copper, 
with no photamechanioal. eff'oot observed. It uas postulated that 
arry material. w:tth a tundamanGal. absorption 1n the infrared would 
exlrl.bit softening under i:Uumination. mUDdnation of so,ooo l.umons 
par square mater -vma obtained using JOO 1-ratt l.amps . To koop heating 
to a minii:Ium, the surface was l.-mtted trl.th al.cohol. and the sa:apl.e 
itael.f was attached to a large block of coppor. In th:l.s manner 
temperature increases uore limitod to tuo or throe dogreea centi-
grade. Experimonts 'With f:Utored ractl.ation yj.eldod positive re-
sul.ts onJ.Jr when infrarod wavel.ent,:..:_. were used. 
BeUin and Vold.lov ( 9) found that tho plasticity of gert:lanium 
samples increased greatly when tho sampl.eo woro stretched uh11o 
ill.uminated. The axporilllonts trore performed on sa11:rples 0 . 1 m1111-
meters thick. Tboy al.so observed that there l'm.e no dependance on 
indenter load, i . e . thore was no surface l.ayor to which the e:ffeot 
waa coni"ined. It. was these authors 1 belief that the effect vaa 
due to the deQrease in charge on dislocations and tho increase in 
conduction el.ootrons . These two e:ftects t-mro said to have mado 
the material. behave more like a metal. 
Sandul.ova and lcy'bak ( 10) have reporled an anisotropy 1n the 
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miorohardnoss of silicon . It was observed that t}ul (111) plane 
had tho highest Drl.crohardness . Hcnrover, the difference was dimi-
nishod and was finally washed out ~ longer otchine durations , 
The silicon single crystals usad wore grown from the gaseous state 
and :indented 'tri.thout prior mechanical or chen:ical polj_shi.ng. As 
noted, chemical polishing tend ad to remove tho anisotr opy. 
Further work on the anisotropy of silicon by Ablova and Feok-
tistova ( 11) corroborated the findings of Sandulova and Rybak. 
Additional nork on the electromac'h.anical effect :in aomioon-
ductors bas been performed by Ablova (12) . This investj_gation uaa 
very sim1lar to that of toJeatbrook and Gilman, although not noarly 
as thorough. One characteristic atood out from the rest of his 
data. It was reported that tho oloctromoohanice.l offoct was onl:y 
observable 1n samples that were freshly polished. The softening 
disapi>eared after a month of contact with the atmosphere . Abl ova 
also noted a complete lack of softening for his purest samples . 
These had impurity oonoontrationo of the order of 4-Bxio13 impurity 
a t oms per cubic oentimoter. Ablova al so suggested that tho photo-
mechanical offect should exhibit similar characteristics. 
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IIIo EXPERIMCI!TAL PROCEDURE 
A. Equipment 
The experimental setup :is shown in Figure I . The apparatus 
was bull t around a Kentron Micro Hardness Tester produced by Riehle 
Testing 1-1achineo o Tests may be conducted with indenter J.oads var-
yj.ng from one to one thousand grams . Since the ef'f'ect in question 
was a surface effect and since silicon is vary ~ttle and sUbject 
to sevore cracking, only llght loads, ona to thirteen grams ware 
used. 
To decrease errors caused by axeoseive impaot, the indenter 
was slowly lowered to the surface by an oil filled damping device. 
In these expor:imants, the damping device was adjusted to allow 
the indenter to make contact with the surface of the specimen tan 
seconds after the test was ilrl.tiated. The indenter l-1as retained 
in the raised position by means of a lever on the exteri or of tho 
test machine . Release of the cat ch holding the lever initiated 
the tost. Tlrl.s lever is shown in Figure IV. 
Samples were seaured to the sample stage mounted atop an ad-
justable column or to a special samplo holder that was then pl.aced 
on the sample stage. The sample st.age was provided with long1 tud:ina.1 
and transverse mior omater adjustmonts for positioning tho s ample 
beneath the indenter. 
The indentations were measured using an attached Bausch and 
Lomb microscope. This was provided wi.t h internal lighting and a 
fil.ar eyepiece. 







itself in Figure II. This sample holder was produced for tho author 
by the Hochanical Engineering Departm.Gnt o£ the University of Miss-
ouri at Rolla . The body o£ the sample holder was machined f'ram a 
block of steel . The cylindrical recess in tho cente~ is £or cool-
ant s . The copper top was provided ~th copper fins to insure good 
thermal contact with the coolant. The slot in the top, above tho 
fins, was for the sample specimen. The top and bottom of the aampl.e 
holder were surface ground para~el to make sure that the indenter 
made contact with the sampl.e at the same height. Correct alligJ'lXDBnt 
was insured by the inclusion of a locating pin and four bol.ts . 
Sampl.e ill.umination tma provided by two 500 watt Gonera1 El-
ectric TJ infrared l.amps. Tho lamp holders and reflectors were 
also fabricated by the U.echanical Engineering Department. A lamp 
and holder-reflector unit is shown in Figure III. S1nae overheating 
v1oul.d quiokly destroy the lamps. centrifugal bl.m-Jera were provided. 
A one inch djamotcr hole was provided in the holder- reflector to 
be used as tha source of rad1.ation. IIoles of one quarter, one half, 
and three quarters of an inch l.zore also pr ovided in a ring that 
may be superposed aver the original opening. 
The lamps were controlled via a mioroswitch, operated by the 
actuat ing lever of the microbardness tester, and a solenoid operated 
switch. The miorosw:l.tch setup is shown in Figure rv and the sol-
enoid sw1.toh and control box in Figure V. A complete el.eotrical 
schematic is given in Figure VI. \fuen tho actuating lever of the 
microhardness tester operated the microswitch, the s olenoid switch 
was alo:sod and the infrared la.Dxps came on. The microsw:ttoh was 
adjusted to o~ose seven seconds before the indenter contacted the 
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Sample Holder - Assembled 




Inf'rared Lamp Assembly 






Microswi tcb Instal, ation 
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Lamp Control Box - Exterior 
Lamp Control Box - Interior 
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Fused quartz lonses wero uaed to condense tho radiation eman-
ating tram the infrared lamptJ am focused the radiation on tho area 
in which the indentation t-zas baing made. The lenses were purchased 
fram tho AmarsU Quartz Division of Engelhard IndutJtriea, Incorp-
orated. A fooal length of four ard ono hell centimaters tms nec-
essary to produce maximum UJ.umination. A lens and hol.der-ref'leotor 
unit 1e shown in Figure VII. Two sets of letl3es wore noooDsary to 
insure that there were no obadowa formod on tbe surface ot tho 
sample. 
Room temperaturo msasuremonts were made using o. mercury thermo-
meter directly readable to ono hurdredth of a d~gree centigrado. 
For measuring sample temperaturo:J, a Cbrol!.I&:J..-.Uumel thermo-
couple was used. H1111volt roadinga l-mro taken with a Loods am 
Northrup potentia!J)3tor. Tho potentiazaator was adjusted to the room 
temperature reading before mald.na sample rGadings. As absoluto 
tempe:rature readings wre not stressed in th1G resoarob, only rel-
ative temperatures uore neoes~. Thorei'oro the tbormocouple was 
not oallbrated. M11J:S:volt. readings 1-mre converted to temperatures 
using a Handbook ot Cbomistry and Pb;ysios. 
A Knoop d:!amond indentor was used in this sur! ace study. Due 
to the 172° 30' inoludGCl angle of the lollgitudini:U. angl.e, tha in-
dentation was much longeJ' than it 1as doop. The particular Knoop 
indenter uoed lutd an 1M ntation diagonal. to depth ratio ot 11. 64 
to 1 . 00. This high ratio allowed small pths of peootration f or 
st UdYing thi surtaoe naiBnon am still provided a c:l1a.2onaJ. that 
ooul.d easily and accurately be .aen.:ared. 
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Lons a.nd Lons Holder - Assemb1ed 




All of the lighting equipment was fastoned to a fr&neWOrk com-
prised of quarter inch black iron pipe . Fl.erlblli ty uas provi.dad by 
the use of clamps throughout as fasteners . The franmrork wns indepen-
dent of the table carrying the microbardnass tester as the vibration 
from the lamp cooling blowers affect the induntptions. 
The experiments wero performed on single crystal samples of 
silicon. These samples were in the shape of bars measuring 0. 6 x 
0 . 2.5 X 0 . 08 inches . Only extrinsic silicon 'to19re used . Both N am 
P type silicon wore used . Estimated impurit.Y concentrations ranged 
f'rom 1014 to 1019 impurity atoms per cubic centimater*. 
•see Appemu B f:or thB ealcul.ation of impurity concentrations. 
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B .. Prol.iminary Experiments 
It was necessary to make several adjustments and perform pre-
liminary experiments before proceeding with the experimental work 
act~ dealing with the photomechanical effect. 
It was necessary to adjust the height of the column supporting 
the sample holder so that the indenter uould mako contact perpen-
dicular to the surface of tha sample .. This nas necessary to m-ite 
the eqUD.tion for determining the Knoop Number accurately* . (Since 
it is the wall area of the indentation that determines the b.ardne.::>S, 
but it 1s the diagonal of the indentation that is measured, the 
propar rolation between the 'btio must be maintained.) Also, it wns 
necessary to adjust tho counterweights on the arm holding the in-
denter so that the weights in the rreight pan would provide tha 
only load for the indenter. 
Tho Bausch and Lomb Filar Eyepiece rms calibrated by measuring 
a known gage length from a Bausch and Lomb standard. Conversion 
factors, for converting filar units to microns, vmra found for 
the ton, fifty, and ninety power microscope objective lenses . For 
the conversion factors to be accurate, the cross hair of the filar 
eyepiooe must be perpendicular to the length to be measured, must 
use the RIGHT HAND edge of the cross hair as the measuring edge, 
and tho point to be marked by the arossha.ir lilUst be approached .from 
the LEFT only. 
Since the Knoop Diamond Indenter used in theao experiments 
ctl..d not conform perfectly with tho dei'inition or a Knoop I ndenter, 
* Sea Armen:dix A for n d:l.sousrlon a£ Knoon Hardnoss Numbera. 
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it was necassar.y to oalibrato tho indenter against a known sample . 
A s tandard :reference block was included as oquipmant with the micro-
hardness tester. Numerous indantationo woro made in th:is block in 
order that a correction £actor might be obtained to be applied t o 
l a ter evaluations. 
One preliminary experiment was run to determine tho f'oasibil-
ity o.f running futu.&.-e experiments at l ow tempo:a. .. aturos. To produce 
t ho l ow temperatures sought, the coolant r ecess in the sample holder 
waG fil1ed with dry ice and acetone , The surface of the silicon 
sample was kept clear of' frost .formation b.Y keeping tho surfaco 
covered with a thin layer of acetone. Tho temperature of the sample 
was read by fastening a Chromol- A1umel thermocouple undor ona of 
the bolts holding tho top to the body o.f tho sample hold or. Duo 
to the slow temperatura chango ld th tiloo, it 'tias i'el t t hat this 
adequately represented the temperature of the sample. Also, due 
to the qualitative nature of the expor:llnant, 1u.ore accurate measure-
ments were not necessary. 
One preliminary experiment on the photamochanical effect was 
made to demonstrate i t s existence and to detormino the focal length 
of the quartz lenses to bo used . As in all experiments, the silicon 
sample was 3ecured to tho sample holder b,y silver printed circuit 
paint. The silver paint provided a secure moW'lting method and 
excellent thermal oonduotirtty. An indont er load o£ ten grams 
was used. Lense s for .focusing the infrared l'a.diation had local. 
lengths o~ approx::i.ma.tely :f'ifteen centimeters. As in e.ll ot the ex-
periments, tho indentationG vmre made in two paralJ.al rams, one 
row being tho indentations made 1n the absence o£ the radiation 
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and the othor being mado with ilJ.uminationc The long d:tagonals 
of the indentations wera parallel to tho r~iS of indentations. 
By tald.ng measuromants in tlrl.s manner, it can be assumed tho.t tho 
average values taken from the respective sets of indantationo wou1d 
bo reproaentative of the silicon sample. 
A final preliminary experiment ":as performed to determine 
the effect of temperature on tha indentation hardness of silicon. 
The boqy of the sample holder was heated by filling the coolant 
recess w.1th nater and boil :lng tha l'later with an electric boater. 
After tho sample holder body had coma to equilibrium, the top, td th 
the sample attaohed, was bolted on and tho assembly l'1aa put in posi-
tion on the mic:rohardnoss tostorc. A Ch.romol-Al1.m19l thermocouple uas 
boltod to one corner in order to read the temperatura . Tho cooling 
rate was slat-I enough that the thermocouple gave an acourate enough 
indication of the sample temperature. 
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C. Photomecbanic31 Experiments 
In order to shcnr that the photomecbanioal o!':foct exists, it 
wno necessary not only to demonstrate the effect, but also to dis-
count tho possibility that it is caused by an o:Jq>erimontal method 
or a particular samplo . 
vli th this problem in mind and the dasire to tabul..3te other 
charaotoristics, seven experiments wero carried out. Theso oxpor-
imonts were the dotor.mination of tho effects of surfaco preparation, 
changes in surf'aaa properties a£tor surface p~ration, temporaturo, 
temperature increase due to infrar-ed ill.uminat.ion, impurity con-
centrations, indenter load or penetration, and the cry::rtallographi.c 
orientation. 
Surface preparation was studiod first so that information 
gathorod here couJ.d be u~ed to improve later worke Threo surface 
proparations vero studiede Determinations were carried out on 
idontical specimens or tho S3ma spocimons. Tho first detormination 
involved observing tho degree of softening caused by radiation of' a 
surtaco that had been e tched over a y-oar prior to tho experiment. 
Th:iD sample uas exposed to the atmospbore at all times during this 
afP.ng period. In the oeoond experiment, tho surface of tho same 
sample 'tm.s etched t-d th a solution of three parts by volume concen-
trated Hno3 and one part concentrated HC1. The aamplos were etched 
in hot etcbant. The third study involved CP-4 as etohant . CP-4 
is comprised o~ nine parts by volume of ooncontratod HNo3, seven 
parts glacial acetic ncid, and £our parts ooncontrabtd BF. Fl-esh 
etohant was pre~ oaoh time a sample was etched as its properti.ea 
deteriorate within a few hours. Etching proceeded so rap~ that 
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only about a half of a minute was necoasary to prepare the surface. 
Longer exposures produood pitting and discoloration. Each deter-
mination entailed making parallel series of indentations both uith 
and without infrared illumination. Approx::hnately fifty indentations 
wero made during eaoh condition of atoh and illumination so accur-
ate average hardnaases could bo found . 
In conjunction with t he preceading exparimont, .a run was made 
on the CP-4 etched sample one day after the first run to see i! 
there was any chango in hardness . The indentations for this deter-
mination were made para1lel to and beside the indentations from the 
previous day so tho results could be attributed totally to relax.-
at1on. 
IrdUally temperature-hardness oharactoristics were found by 
cementing the silicon sample to the sample holder with silver paint 
and boating the sample and sample holder to 200°C in a heat troating 
furnace . By tho time the sample holder could be brought upstairs, 
have the thermocouple attached, And be mounted the temperature 
dropped to 100°C . Far more important, it booamB obvious that the 
aurface of the sample was being slightly oxidized, thereby ruining 
t he results since the properties or the oxido and not tho silicon 
were being ll'lQasu.rad. It was feared that the thermal shock of ap-
plying the silver paint and the sample to the sample holder after 
tho sample holder was heated uould break the silicon crystal. 
Therefore, another method was used to raise the temporatura of the 
sample holder. The sample was attached to the cover of the samplo 
holder nth silver paint and set aside, The coolant recess in the 
bOdy of the sample holder was filled with water. This water was 
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thon heated to boiling using an electrical boating elemont. The top 
could then be attached uithout imparting as great a thermal shook as 
would otherwise have been necessary. This l!K)thod produced almost as 
lligh a useful starting temperature as the furnace heated method. 
In this case, small series·, approximately ten, of indentations ware 
made and the average temperature found using a. Chromel-Alumel thermo-
couple bolted to the top of the sample holder. It uas felt that duo 
to the exceptional thermal conductivity of the copper, tho tempera-
ture recorded by the thermocouple would be very close to that of the 
silicon sample . Series of indentations made in tho dark and under 
illumination were made alternately and with tho indentations side 
by side and parallel. Series v1ere made every ten degrees centi-
grade, from 80°C down to room temperature. Room temperature hard-
ness measurements takon at tho end of a run wore compared with 
sim11 ar measurement s taken before heating to make sure tho sat1ple 
surface had not oxidized. 
In order to demonstrate that the softening of the surface was 
not due to heating, another experiment was made to determine the 
temperature increase due to Ulumination. For this experimont tho 
thermocouple was placed beside tho silicon samplo and painted several 
times w:1 th silver paint to insure good thermal contact with the 
sample . The radiation :Lrom the lamps was fo0'1.13od on the s11icon 
sample just beside t he point where the thermocoupJ.e ·m1s af£ixed. 
Figure VIII shows the experimental setup. The lamps were turned on 
and the change in temperature of the sample was found . 
In order to show that the photomechanica1 ef'feot is nilt an 
an~ due ·to a ~rtioular sample and to obtain data on the effects 
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Exporimontal Setup for Finding the 
Temperature Rise Due to DJ.umination 
Figure vm 
Experimental Setup - Temperature Rise 
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of impurity, eloven runs were made on r and P type crystals of 
varying impurity concentration. There were six N typo and five 
P type samples . All were freshly etched with CP-4. Tho experiment 
consisted of finding tho photomechanical offoct for each impurity 
concentration. As previously, this was done by maldng parallel 
rm1s of indentations both with and ldthout illumination. Absolute 
values wore used to determine the effects of the impurity concen-
trations on the lattice. 
It has been reported that the electromechanical and the photo-
mechanical effects are surface effects . To tost the validity of 
this statement, a further set of runs was made using different 
indenter loads. This, in effect, varied the depth of penetration. 
Besides determining whether or not this is a surfaco effect, a side 
benefit was derived in that the optii'lum indenter load for use with 
the other experiments could be found. All experiments were per-
formed on the same sample. Parallel raws of indentations were made, 
t wo rows for eaoh different indenter load. One row was, of course, 
made in the dark, the other under illumination. Indenter loads 
were one, two, three, :four, fivo, six, eight, ten, and thirteen 
grams. 
As a qaal:itative experiment in the determination of any cryst-
allographic e:f:feots, an experiment was performed in which tho anglo 
of the rOWIS of indentations, relative to the long side of the sample, 
was varied. In all other experiments, the raws ~-Jere parallel to the 
long side. Four sets of two rows eaoh Yere made. These were at 
angles of zero, thirty, sixty, and ninety degrees to the long side . 
As timo did not permit the vast number of runs necessary to detei'mine 
which crystallographic directions were most important, the experi-
ment only answers the question of whether or not there is a crystal-
lographic anisotropy . 
In an effort to ascertain whether it is only infrared radi-
ation that is responsible for tho photom.echaniaa1 effect, an ex-
periment was performed in which a fleshly prepared sample was in-
dented in darkness, under illumination, and under illumination, 
but with a thin sheet of glass between the source and the sample. 
Tho glass served as a filter to eliminate most infrared wavelengths. 
Fifteen careful indentations were made under each set of conditions. 
Extra care was taken to eliminate vibration. (Main:cy by making 
indentations <t.zhen the building l-ras empty. ) 
All experiments were performed undor as identical of conditions 
as possible. 
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TV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
A. Preliminary Experiments 
The results of tho calibration of the Bausch and Lomb f ilar 
eyepiece are given in Table I in the appendix. It should be noted 
that these average conversion factors aro only good r1hen tho oye-
piaco is used on the microscope mounted on tb.a Kentron Uicro Bard-
ness Tester. 
The average of fifteen indentations in a standard reference 
block was found to have a value 1.6 percent higher than the stated 
gage valuo . Subsequent hardness values were adjusted to componsato 
for this fault. The actual hardness values for this experiment ara 
listed in Tablo II. 
The investigation into tho use of low temperatures rovealed 
that 1t is possible to obtain and perform experiments at dry ice 
temperatures, although it is not too practical. Due to the low 
temperature of the sample holder and tbs high humidity of the roam, 
the frost build-up was somewhat of a problem. The frost could be 
kept off tho surface of the sample by applying a film of acetone 
to the surface. It was found that by clamping the top on tightly 
with the !our bolts, temperatures near -140°C could be maintained 
for approximately thirty-five minutes . Tlrl.3 moans that tho dry ice 
must be replenished once in the middle of most of tho important 
runs . Dry ice consumption should not run more than ono pound per 
hour plus three pounds to initially cool tho sample holder dm~. 
Due to the time involved in obtaining and I'laintaining the dry ice 
temperature, it was felt that 1t was not practical to use that 
1n an investigation requiring so maey determinations. 
It bas been reported (7) that lm-1 temperatures greatly enhance the 
electrameohanical effect. It is expected that a similar result 
would be found for the photomaahaniaal effect. 
The results shown in Table III indioato a rather small photo-
mechanical effect. Hmrover, it did establish that there is such an 
observable softening. The low figure of 8.9 percent is undoubtedly 
due to the low level of illumination. In this experiment, l enses 
of rather long focal length wore used. The higher values found 
later were due to the new short fooe.l length lenses purchased, 
The temperatura-hardness relationship turned out as anticipated. 
Table J)l and Figure IX shaH tha minor decrease in hardness as tho 
temperature is raised. One standard deviation is shown to each 
side of t he sample points reproduced on all graphs . This is done 
to UlUBtrate the large spread to be expect ed when making mioroh.ard-
nass measurements. The 82e5°C upper temperature limit shown in 
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B. Photomechanical Experiments 
Surface preparation experiments indicated that thoro wns a 
deterioration of the surface properties of silicon with long ox-
posuro to the atmosphere e A sample that had bee1• aged in excess 
of one year had a hig'l-) hardness and a sm-1J 1 phota.1eobanical effect. 
This ano~ was probably due to su:rfaoe oxidation. Since the 
indentations are shallo-.H, the properties of tho ox:i.do layer 
were largely doterminod rather than the properties of the silicon. 
Complete data is listed in Tables V A am V B in the appetxlix. 
Prolonged otch:ing in the 3 HNOJ / 1 IICl solution produced no notice-
able effect on the oxide layor. The results obtained wore almo..:;t 
identical to those obtainod for the aged surf:1co . Further infor-
mation ie given in Tables V C and V D. Howover, etching in the 
CP-4 solution did produce a large effect on the properties of t he 
surface. It was found that the dark hardness do creased by 18 per-
cent from the unetched to the CP-4 etched surface. Si.multaneoUtJly 
the photamoohanical erfoot increased b.Y 56 percent. Etching action 
wns so vigorous that thirty seconds was ample to cloan the surface. 
Longer durations produced severe pitting and discoloration of tho 
sample . Etching action was evidenced b,r bubbles boing formed on the 
surface or the sample . The CP-4 etched surfaco had a much lmror 
hardness and a higher photamoohanical effect. Since tho etching 
was not allowed to proceed to the point of ruining tho surface, it 
is felt that the results actual~- reflect the true valuoa for silicon. 
Detailed information is given in Tables V E and V F. 
There was a posaibllity, however, that there might have bee11 
some surf'ac strain left llrm:lediately attar etcb.ing. The ~riment 
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to check for relaxation did find an additional softening of the sur-
face after one day aging. The dark hardness decreased by 14 percent, 
but the photomecbanical effect, percent softening, remainod unchanged. 
Contrary to (7), it was found that this additional softening uas not 
duo to oxidation since the aged samples, assmned to be oxidized, 
bad high hardness numbers . It is thour;ht tlult this ch.:lnge is the 
result of relaxation of surface strnins. In subsequent experiments 
tho samples were etched in fresh CP-4 and 't-lora agod a uniform amount 
before use in order that a constant rclmcation l7ould have occurred. 
The results ot the relaxation experiment are given in Tablo V G. 
The temperature-hardness characteristics sh~~n in Figure X 
parallels the results obtained in a similar determination on the 
electromechanical effect in (7). It is espocially interesting to 
note the onhancod electramochanical effect produced at low temper-
atures. It is obvious that the two lines are approaching one another 
as the temperature is raised. It is well knovm that increasing tho 
temperature increases the concentration of conduction electrons 
and that photons of propor anergy t-1111 also produce conduction 
electrons. In this experiment these mecba.ni9IIlS o.ro in competition 
to see which l-1111 excite the const.ant numbor of electrons avail.able. 
From th:1s competition the shape o:f tho curves in Figure X co.n be 
explained. It is the author's contention that tho decrease 1n 
photomeohan1oal effect with increasing temperature is due to tho 
increasing probability that an electron will find a sufficiently 
energetio thermal phonon befoZOG being acted upon by an optical 
photon. At low temperatures, there are very feu phonoll3 with suf-
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must co_jC from photon-oloctron interactions end a high photomech-
a.nica.l offoct is obse:rvod. Hm-1aver, due to tho low level of ill.um-
ination, the thermal phonons are numerically more prevalent than 
tho photons at the higher temperatures and therefore photon-electron 
interactions are proportio~ fm~or and there is a small photo-
mochanical ef'foct observed. A simi 1 ar mechanism uould explain the 
analogous results obtained in (?) . In that determination a constant 
current density was used. ~lis would also form a source of energetic 
particles of constant number. This would correspond to tho constant 
level of illumination used in the present investigation. 
It would seem reasonable that greater photomechanical affects 
might be produced at subnmbient temperatures. This has been noted 
in the case of tho eloctromochanical effect (?) . Since a series of 
roadings could not bo made at the same te..."11pOrAture, tho tomperaturos 
indicat ed in Table VI are average temperatures . 0 There was a 2 C 
spread at the higher temperatures. This spread decreased to a 
negligible amount as room temperature WAS approached. 
It is very important that it be shotm t~t tho softening of 
the silicon crystals was not duo to heating. In other investigations, 
(1) (5) (8), this fact was assumod, although rightly so sinco tho 
temperatures neoessar,r to produce tho degree of softening would 
have boiled their coolants. In tho present work, a thermocouple 
attached to the sample indicated an increase in temperatura of only 
1 . 2°C. As can be seen from Figure X, this would produce a negli-
gible amount of softening. This equilibrium tem:perature vas reached 
~f'ter only forty-five seconds. The large heat sink proVided by 
the sample holder is attributed to be the reason for the low 
teznpGraturo increaso. It ie folt t.l-ult this definitoly oxcludos 
o.rry posoiblo argument that booting iD tho sot1l'CO of the photomooh-
on1~1.l efi'oot. 
It is intore::rM.ng to noto tho di.ss,..mi:J.llritiea in the lll"Osent 
invostigat:!.on and tho one reported in (7) eonco~.il'l!'; tho o:f'i"ect of 
impurity eoncontration. In the cn::;e o£ the P typo il't;.Twlritioo, thoro 
wa3 no oystema.tic rosponao that can be oxplninod by ~ o.imple thco17, 
n:l is shown :1n Figura XI. It llOuld soen1 reacolmble t.b.at inoroasing 
~t.y concentration would 1nC!~Ge the hardness n'll!7lber duo to 
inero~aing lattice strain. Hm1ovor, thori) are t1Jo important facts 
to bo ronmllbcrad wben analyz~"1G the :restuts obtained. :First, wan 
tho hir;host impt.:trity oonoentration is only e 'traco n..'OOunt c.nd lllllY no·t 
!n thi.a case ca\\SO a -m.nsu:reablo inoroaao in l'l,£\.rdMBa. Socon:Uy 0 
the history of t~ s:Uicon sampl.es i:l unlmo:m. It ma;y bo that d:t£-
feront impurity elements woro usod and ~"'U.ld tl119reroro ~ 
v~ lattios strc.:ins and baMnot53Sth The data from tho 11 type 
material did not have tho largo opread and doos :tit tho theory oi' 
stra.1n hardening. Also, tho offoot on the deeroo o£ softoning can 
bo explained ve1!y !".icely. Tho U ty~ matorial dooa oxhibit c ays-
tome.tic 'behavior. !n tho lli.umintlted cord1tion, the ~ns de-
oroosos l.inoarly idth inoro~ irrpur1ty conaontration. This oatl 
bo e:~ined 1v noting that thorc is o ,&L"'o.tor probability that u 
givon photon v.1ll oncountor an impurity ntam Ginoo tbero a%'9 more 
otana avallab.1.e. Of oourae• tho moro pboton-oloctron 1..'"lteraot1ana, 
the more pbotomoohanienl. of£oct. Tho Wormation oh.otm em Figura XII 
is in much bottor a~nt t-dth tho provi.OWJ t10rk am Qlso agrees 
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the impurity concentration on the photomechanical effect. The data 
for the P type material is not good and should be disregarded. 
While the .fit is not good for the N typo matorie.l, the fitted 
curve seems quite reasonable 'tiDen examined in conjunction with 
Figure XII, and agrees with the theory. Complete data is available 
in Table vn. 
The experiment in '\-mich the indenter load was varied in order 
to obtain varying depths of penetration, demonstrated that the 
effect is limited to the slU·f'd.ce only. Figure XIV shows the sudden 
drop in the photomechanioal effect as the indenter pnssed through 
t he softened l ayer into the unsoftened bulk of the material. It 
is postulated that the low values obtained for the small loads 
were due to vibrations of the building. This uould tend to lengthen 
the indentation and thereby decrease the hardness numbGr. Figure 
XV is very similar to tho ones found in ( 7) . This again points up 
the sinrl.lari ty between the photomachanical and electromechanical 
effects. Figure XIV suggests that the surface layer is o~ 0 . 8 
microns thick. This, coupled uith the :l'eports in (1), (.5) , and (7) 
that the layer is about two to three micr ons thick, tends to con-
firm the suspicion that the light source used in this investigation 
was not powerfUl. enough. 'l'he number of excited electrons should 
vary linearly 1 to a first approximation, ~lith the number of incoming 
photons. This is boca use it will tako more electrons to absorb 
tho increased number of photons. Since the concentration o£ avail-
able electrons is a fixod quantity, the volume and thereby the 
thickness will change With the level of illumination . The w-ay to 
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more pmrarful sources should make possible quito thick layGra. 
The data :f'ro..~ this exper:imont is contained in Tab1e VIII. 
liouevor qualitotive the e:xperiment on Cr'J'stalloe;raphic effects 
is, it upholds the findings reported in (10) and (11). Thoro io 
obviously an anisotropy in the m1crohardnoss of silicon as shown in 
Figure XVI. There •-1as observed a 1) percent cbanga in the dark 
hardness as the sample was rotated . Probably just as important, 
there was al.so an anisotropy in the photomel'lhcnical. effect. The 
change observed here vms a vory largo J8 parcent. It is obvious 
that orysta.llograpey can play a large part :in the magn:i tude of the 
observed data. This relation is shown in Figura XVll. However, 
contrary to what uas stated in (10), the anistropy ·uas not destroyod 
by chemical pol1.sh1ng. The tioo did not permit a moro complete 
determination, which would probably bave given a moro detailed 
insight into the anisotropy. It wouJ.d be most interesting to soe 
which planes were responsible for tho maximum and minimum hardnesaes 
observed . Additional info:r.mation may be found in TabJ.e IX. 
An original discover:;r ;~~!e during this investigation found 
the limits on tho possible wavelengths responsible for the photo-
:mochanical effect. Previously it uas reported ( 1) that tha wave-
lengths of interest must be between two and £our microns . In the 
course of running tho experiment in which tho light source wns 
filtered, the filtor transmission characteristics were obtained 
uaing· a Beckman in£rared spectrophotanoter. These results aro shown 
in Figure XVIII. A compari-son of the results of thl.s axpGr1.ment 
with those obtained during the determination of impurity effects 
checked very closely. Corrolat1.on or tb.U fact together with the 
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Transmission Characteristics of Glass Filter 
results of the transmission curve indicate that the wavelengths 
of interest must lie between 2.00 and 2.75 microns. It is of 
groat interest to note that this wavelength corresponds to an 
energy of approximately 0 . 06 electron volts . This is very close 
to the value of the energy needed to excite electrons from donor 
levels or into acceptor levels. This suggests to the author that 
dislocations are the ultimate source of acceptor and donor energy 
levels . Therefore, physical properties indeed have an effect on 
the electronic energy configuration. 
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It is most important to note tho s1m1Jarity 1n tho work 
described in (7) and the prosent investigation. It seems ovi-
dont that tho photamochanical and elcctromecbn.nical effects have 
the same or vary s1m11 ar mechanisms. 
It ~ras found that a short etch in CP-4 't-1as necessary to 
proporly prepare tho sample for investigation. Thirty seconds 
soomed to be a good etch duration. 
The photomochanical effect uashos out with increasing tem-
perature. This is because electrons aro excitod to higher energy 
levols by phonons rathor than by tho photons since thora are 
moro of' the f'ormor prosent that have the necessary onergy at 
elevated temperatures. 
It is important to note that thoro uas only a very slight 
increase in tho surface temperature of the sample upon illumi-
nation; certainly much too small to be the source of tho softening. 
There saoms to be no definite rolationship batween tho photo-
mechanical effect and P type impurity concentration. Results 
wore too erratic to show any characteristics. Results on tl typo 
samples indicate, however, that tho photomechan1oal effect increases 
with increasing impurity concentration. 
The effect is J.im1ted to a thin surface layor, in tb.1s case 
0. 8 microns thick. It is postul.ated that this thickneso voul.d 
increase 1dth higher intensity of Ulum.ination and be more in line 
with the two m1oron .figure quoted by othora. 
An anisotropy in the microbardness was observed and more 
:important an anisotropy in tho photomecbanical effect. This 
l1ould seem to be an important theoretical consideration in de-
termining the detallod mechanimn. 
The narrou:ing o:f the band of possible ef'f'octive t-lavelongths 
was probably tho most important rooult of the investigation. 
It would seem quito a coincidence that the enorgy of' this rad-
iation has an energy very similar to that needed to excite electrons 
in extrinoic somiconduotors . It uould soom a very llortmm.lla 
project to make a determination of the applicable wavelength 
for use with intrinsic silicon. 
A possible mechanism f'or the photamochanioal effect is seen 
by the author. Simple Coulomb repulsion would account for a 
spread in partial dislocations if thoso dislocations had eloctrona 
trapped on their faces . If these electrons are excited away, 
there w.U1 not be th:is repulsion to impede movement. This eJqlla-
Mtion is meant oncy to lll.ustrate a very basic mechanism. Do-
tailod analysis would l.Uldoubtodly produce l!Jany othor contributing 
factors . 
It is recommended that .turthor \rork be done at lcrA temper-
ature and a determination of the applicable wavelength !or use 
'With intrinsic sllioon bo made . 
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Knoop Hardness Uumbera 
Knoop hardness numbers are relations between an applied load 
and the resulting unrecovered projected area of the indentation 
produced . These numbers are only applicable to indentations made 
with the Knoop indenter. This particular indenter must be cut in 
t he shape of a diamond-based pyramid. The longitudinal included 
0 0 
angle must bo 172 JO' and the transverse anglo 130 00 • . Because 
of the difference in diagonals of the impression, almost all of 
the elastic recovery takes place in the transverse diroction. 
The Knoop hardness number may be oxprosced by the formula: 
Vl.! L L 2 
!U\ = AP' - ep(l) 
Whero 
KN = Knoop Hardness Number 
L = Indenter Load in Kilograms 
Ap = Unrecovered Projected Area of Indentation 
1 = l.feasured Length of the Long Diagonal in Millimeters 
Cp = Constant Relating 1 to the Unrecovered Projected Area 
For a perfect Knoop indenter Cp equals 7 . 028 x 10-2• 
In tho present investigation, the Knoop Hardness Number was 
obtained by multiplying the indenter load, in grams, by a number 
taken trom a chart (14) relating diagonal length to hardness. 
Also, a oorreotion was made for the imperfection of the Knoop 
indenter used. {See Calibration of Knoop Indenter - Tabl e ll) 
5.5 
APPENDIX B 
Calculation of Impurity Concentration 
In order to obtain meaningful information fram the experi-
ment dealing -v1ith the effect of impurity concentration, it was 
necessary to make an approximation of the impurity concentration 
wit hin each sample . The resistivity v7as known. Therefore, if it 
oan be assumed that all current carriors at room temperature are 
due t o impurities, the impurity concentration may be calculated 
f r om the expression taken from ( 13) . 
'Wher e 
J = Resistivi.ty 
N = Concentration of Impurity Atoms 
e = Electric Charge on an El ectron 
,)' = Mobility of Charge Carriers 
Values for the mobilities of electrons and holes were taken from 
( 1) ) e The mob:Uity of e l ectrons was stated to be 16oO cm2/volt- seo. 
and that of holes as 400 om2 /volt-sec.. After rearrangement, tho 
expression for the concentration of impurity atoms becomes: 
1 N= -
e 
Substitution into this equation gave the listed valuoa . 
.56 
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SA!1PLE RES ISTIV l'.t'Y IMPURITY 
(ohm-em) CONCENTRATION 
P type (ator:JS/cc) 
100D1687S 100 . 0 1014 
100D1732 10 . 0 1015 
6-1424 1. 0 1016 
100D1fflS 0. 1 1017 
100D1786 0. 01 1018 
U type 
100D1738S 100. 0 1014 
102-353 10.0 1015 
100D-1810 1. 0 1016 
102-85S 0. 1 1017 
1132732 0. 01 1018 
102-30S 0. 001 1019 
It is strossod that tho calcul.ation is intended as an esti-
mate only. 
Table I A 
Experimental Data 
Calibration of Bausch and Lomb Filar Eyepiece td th Ten Power 
Objective 
Gage Longth Measured Length 
(mm) (microns) (filar units, major) (filar units, minor) 
1.0 1000. 0 9·370 937.0 
1.0 1000. 0 9. 365 936.5 
1.0 1000. 0 9. 367 936·7 
1. 0 1000. 0 9. )66 936.6 
1.0 1000. 0 9. )61 936. 1 
1.0 1000. 0 9 .. )64 936.4 
1. 0 1000. 0 9. 3.58 93.5 .8 
1. 0 1000. 0 9 .. 36.5 936 • .5 
1.0 1000.0 9 • .)60 936.0 
1. 0 1000. 0 9.J62 9)6. 2 
1. 0 1000.0 9. 364 9J6.4 
Average Values 
1. 0 1000. 0 9. 363 936. ) 
1 fil2r unit, minor = 1.068 microns 
.58 
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Table I B 
Experi.montal Data 
Calibration of Bausch and Lomb Filar Eyopieoe with Fifty Power 
Objoctive 
Gage Length 1-loasurod Length 
(mm) {mioron3) (filar units, major) (filar units, minor) 
0. 20 200. 0 9. 8.54 98.5. 4 
0. 20 200.0 9o8.50 985. 0 
0. 20 200 41 0 9. 8.52 98.5. 2 
0. 20 200. 0 9. 852 98.5. 2 
0. 20 200. 0 9. 8.5.5 98.5. 5 
0. 20 200. 0 9.852 98.5. 2 
0. 20 200. 0 9. 849 984. 9 
0. 20 200. 0 9. 8.52 985. 2 
0. 20 200.0 9. 8.52 985. 2 
0. 20 200. 0 9. 8,54 985. 4 
Average Values 
0. 20 200. 0 9. 8.52 98.5 . 2 
1 filar unit, minor = 0. 203 microns 
Table I C 
Exporimantal Data 
Calibration of Bausoh and Lomb Filar Eyepiece -with llinety Powor 
Objective 
Gage Length l~asured Length 
(mm) (microns) (filar units, :major) (filar units, minor) 
o.oso 80.0 
0. 080 80. 0 
0. 080 80.0 
0. 080 80.0 
0. 080 80. 0 
0. 080 so.o 
0. 080 80. 0 
o.oso 80. 0 
0. 080 ao.o 
0.080 80.0 
0.080 8o.o 
8e76J 876. ) 
8.762 876. 2 
8. 764 876.4 
8. 759 875· 9 
8.762 876. 2 
8. (62 876. 2 
8.7~ 876.4 
8. 760 876. 0 
8. 759 875. 9 
8. 766 876. 6 
Average Values 
8. 762 876. 2 




Knoop Indenter Calibration 
Length o£ Indentation Hardness 
(filar units, minor) (microns) (Knoop Nu.Y!lbor) 
478.8 97.2 7.5J.O 
468.1 9.5 .0 788 • .5 
467. 8 9.5 .0 788o.5 
466.2 94.6 79.5o0 
47.5,. 2 96 • .5 764.0 
4?6.7 96.7 761.0 
47).6 96.1 770o.5 
470. 3 9.5 • .5 780.0 
473o3 96.1 770 • .5 
478 • .5 97.2 7.53.0 
4?4. 2 96. ) 767.2 
472.7 96. 0 772.0 
471. 3 9.5-7 777.0 
47.5.4 96 • .5 764.0 
4?6 • .5 96.7 76L.O 
Average Hardness - 771 .1 









































































1-li or oocopa Objootive Powor 
Filar Eyepiece 
Indenter Contact Timo 
Thermocouple 
100D1786 
P type Silicon 
18 10 impurity atoms par cc 
6grams 
Knoop Diamond #KCL-6o8 
sox 
Bausch and Lomb 
)0 soconds 
Cbromel-AJ.umel 
All indentations made without radiation 
6) 
Temperatura 
Table IY A 
Experimental Data 
Length of Indentation 


























Table rv B 
Experimental Data 
Length of Indentation 
(fllar units, minor) 


































Table J)l C 
Exper:ilmntal Data 
Length of Indentation 
(filar unit s, minor) 
4.) .5 
44 fl o 
48 .0 
42 • .5 
4.). 0 
42. 0 
L~B . O 
44 • .5 
Avarage Val ues 
















Table IV D 
Experimental Data 
Length of Indentation 






48 • .5 
42. 0 




















Tabla rl E 
Expariment31 Data 
Length of Indentation 
( filar units, minor) 
43.5 
39.0 
40 • .5 
4? • .5 
47·.5 





















2. 8.5 107 
68 
Tamporature 
Tabla IV F 
Experimental Data 
Length of Indentation 


































Microscope Objective Power 
Filar Eyopieoe 
Indenter Contact Time 
Etohants 
100D1?86 
P type Silicon 
18 10 impurity atoms per co 
6grams 
Knoop Diamond ~KCL-608 
50 X 
Bausch and Lomb 
JO seconds 
None 
J IINOJ I 1 HCl. 
CP-4 (9 HN03 I 7 Acetic / 4 nF) 




Aged Sur.f'aoa (Unetohad) Without Radiation 
Length oi' Hardness Length of Hardness 
Indentation Indentation 
( filar un1 t s • (Knoop (filar units, (Knoop 
minor) Numbar) minor) Number) 
44.5 1046 48.0 899 
46.5 95'7 41 .5 1201 
45.5 1002 4J. 5 1094 
45. 5 1002 44.0 1070 
48.5 881 42. 5 1147 
39.5 1332 4). 0 1121 
41 .5 1201 44. 0 1070 
43.0 1121 39·5 1332 
45. 0 1024 43.5 1094 
45.0 1024 44.5 1046 
46.5 957 44.0 1070 
43.5 1094 44. 0 1070 
4).5 1094 )8.5 1)98 
41. 0 1231 41 • .5 1201 
46.5 957 4.5. 0 1024 
44.0 1070 42. 0 1174 
45. 5 1002 42. 0 1174 































Length of Indentation Ha:rdnass 
4). 7.5 1082. 4 
Standard Dev1a tions 










Table V B 
Experimental Data 
Aged Surface (Unetched) vlith Radiation 
Length of Hardness Le!l.gth of Hardness 
Indcntat1.on Indentation 
(fUar units, (Knoop (f:llar units, (Knoop 
minor) l~umbar) minor) Number) 
41.0 12.31 4,5. 0 1024 
44.5 1046 48. 0 899 
46. 0 980 46.0 980 
56.0 662 48. 5 881 
46.5 957 45.5 1002 
41J.5 1046 46eO 980 
42.5 1147 4J.O 1121 
44.0 1070 45. 0 1024 
46.5 957 48 o~ O 899 
46.5 957 47.0 937 
48.0 899 49. 0 862 
4.5.5 1002 57.0 639 
44.0 1174 4J.O 1121 
44.5 1046 4J. O 1121 
46.5 957 L~6 . ,5 9.57 
45.5 1002 42.0 1174 
45.5 1002 44.0 1070 












Table V D 
Experimental Data 
Hardness Length of 
Indentation 
(Knoop (filar units, 
Numbor) minor) 




1201 45. 5 
766 
Averaae Values 
Length or Indentation Ilardness 
46.16 972 
Standard Doviations 









Table V C 
Experimental Data 
Freshly Etched in 3 HN03 / 1 HCl Without Radiation 
Length of Hardness Lellu.-rth of Hardnass 
Indentation Irdentation 
(f'Uar unito, (Knoop ( i'ilar units, (Knoop 
minor) Number minor) Humber) 
43.0 1121 48 • .5 881 
44.0 1070 41 • .5 1201 
44.5 1046 46 • .5 95? 
42.5 1147 48.0 899 
41.0 1231 44.0 1070 
41 • .5 1201 47.0 937 
42. 0 1174 43. 0 1121 
39.0 1362 44 • .5 1046 
42.5 1147 45· .5 1002 
47 • .5 918 43 • .5 1094 
4J.O 1121 41 • .5 1201 
42.0 1174 41.0 1231 
39· .5 1332 lf?.O 937 
44. 0 1070 40 • .5 1264 
42 • .5 1147 39.0 1362 
40 • .5 1264 47 • .5 918 






























Length of Indentation llardnass 











Table V D 
Exporimontal Data 
Freshly Etchod in J m;o3 I 1 RCl \{ith Radiation 
Length of Hardness Length of Hardness 
Indentation Indentation 
( til.4r units, (Knoop (filar units, (Knoop 
minor) Nl.llnOO ) minor) Humber) 
44.5 10l~6 46.5 957 
48.5 881 46.0 9'30 
51 .0 797 48.0 899 
46.0 980 45.5 1002 
.52.5 752 44.0 1070 
51 .5 782 44.0 1070 
49.0 86'2 49.5 845 
Q?.O 937 ~.o 712 
46.5 9.57 41.5 1201 
44.0 1070 49.5 845 
4).0 1121 4).0 1121 
45.5 1002 47.0 9:37 
45.0 1024 ~.5 1046 
50.0 829 46.0 980 
45 • .5 1002 47.0 9'37 
46.5 980 41 • .5 1201 



















Table V D 
Experimental Data 
Hardness Length of 
Indentation 

















Length or Indentation Hardness 





















Tnblo V E 
lliq>ari!nental Data 
Freshly Etohod in CP-4 Without Radiation 
Longth of Hardness Longth of Hardness 
Indentation Indontation 
(filar units, (Knoop (filar units, (Khoop 
minor) !:umber) l'llL "1or) NUillbor) 
47.5 918 Li7 .0 937 
48.0 899 49.5 845 
50.0 829 47.0 937 
52.0 766 47.0 937 
50 • .5 812 45.0 1024 
47.5 918 L~5 .o 1024 
.51.0 797 48.0 899 
49.0 862 53·5 725 
48.0 899 4.5.0 1024 
53·5 725 46.0 980 
48.5 881 48.0 980 
53·5 725 45.5 1002 
49. 0 862 44.0 1070 
53.0 738 41.0 12,31 
46.; 957 43.0 1121 
49 • .5 845 !)0.5 812 
40.0 1295 46.5 957 
Table V E 
Experimental Data 
Average V aJ.u.es 







Table V F 
Experimontal Data 
Freshly Etched in CP-4 Ui th RadU:ltion 
Longth or &rdness Length of Ilnrdnoss 
Indentation Indentation 
(filar units • (Knoop ( :f'il.nr units, (Knoop 
minor) Numbor) minor) Number) 
.53.0 738 .55·5 674 
50 .5 812 .53 • .5 725 
55.0 686 .53.0 738 
61.5 548 57·5 62.5 
59·5 588 57.0 6)7 
58.0 616 .55.0 686 
53.5 725 48.0 899 
54 • .5 699 45.0 1021., 
62.0 539 4.5 • .5 1002 
.57.0 6)7 47.0 937 
55.0 686 54.5 699 
42.0 1174 .53· .5 72.5 
6) . 0 .522 ss.o 686 
54 • .5 699 66 • .5 468 
,50.5 812 57 .5 62.5 
47.5 918 5.5 • .5 674 
64 • .5 493 ,51 • .5 782 
.so.o 829 ,52 • .5 752 
81 
Table V F 
Experimentel Data 
Average Values 







Table V G 
Experimental Data 
Surface Relaxation 
Without Radiation Uith Radiation 
Length or lla.rdness Length of Hardness 
Indentation Indentation 
(filar units, (Knoop (filar uni ta, (Knoop 
minor) Ntunber) minor) Number) 
54 • .5 "99 67.0 :t61 
.51 .0 79? 60 • .5 .566 
.51 • .5 782 .57·5 62.5 
56.0 662 57.0 59.5 
ss.o 666 6o.o .576 
!)4.0 712 57.0 637 
48 • .5 881 .5.5 • .5 6?4 
48 • .5 881 62.0 .539 
49 • .5 84.5 SZ• .o 712 
51 .0 79? 57·5 625 
5J.O 738 ,58.0 616 
.56.0 662 .59·5 .588 
49 • .5 ~5 60.o 576 
Average Values 
.51.9 767 .59.0 .594 
standard Deviatior..s 




Hardness Versus Temporature Characteristics 




l!icrosoopo Objective Power 
Filar Eyepiece 
Indenter Contact Tima 
Thermocouple 
100D1786 
P type Sili.oon 
18 10 impurity atoms per oo 
6grams 
Knoop Diamond #KCL-608 
50X 





Tablo VI A 
Experimental Data 
Hithout Radiation 
Length of Indentation &rdness 













53· .5 725 
_54.0 712 






Table VI B 
Experimental Data 
vlith Radiation 
Length of Indentation HardneDG 












,54. 0 712 
51. 0 7'1l 









Length of Indentation Hardness 
(filar mrl. ts, minor) 
,58 • .5 






49 • .5 84.5 
,51 • .5 782 
,54.5 699 




; .46 97 
Temperature 
Table VI D 
Experimental Data 
With Radiation 
Length of Indentation Hardness 

































Length of Indentation Hardness 
(filar units, minor) (Knoop Number) 
53· .5 725 
.51 • .5 782 
55.0 686 
53.0 738 






Table VI F 
Exporimental Data 
vii th Rad.ia tion 
Length of Indentation IIardness 




49 • .5 834 
51. 0 79? 
53.5 725 
;54 .5 699 
57.0 637 










Table VI G 
Exper imental. Da t o. 
W~thout Radintion 
Longth o£ Indentation &rdness 






.51 • .5 782 
.50 • .5 812 
.51 • .5 782 
52 . 0 766 
.51.0 797 
.51. 0 797 
.56.0 662 
Average Va1uos 
52. 0 766 
Standard Dev1.ations 
1. 47 40 
91 
Temperature 
Tab1e VI H 
Experimental Data 
Uith Radiation 
Length o£ Indentation Hardness 








,54 . 0 712 
58.s 606 
51.0 797 
!)4 . 0 712 
57.0 637 







Table VI I 
Experimental Data 
W~thout Radiation 
Length of Indentat~on Hardness 






.52. 0 766 
50.0 829 
49. 5 845 




2 . 07 60 
9:3 
Temperature 
Tabl.e VI J 
Experimental. Data 
vli th Radiation 
Longth of Indentation Hardness 





56. 5 649 
55· 5 674 
52·5 752 
,54 . 0 712 
!)4. 5 699 
59. 0 595 
55·5 674 
Aver age Val.ues 
54.6 695 
Statxiard Deviations 
2 . 28 58 
Temperature 
Tablo VI K 
Experimental Data 
Hithout Radiation 
Longth of Indentation Hardness 





_54 . 0 712 
49.5 845 
48.0 899 
51. 0 797 
52.5 752 
53.0 738 




2. 30 73 
95 
Temperature 
Table VI L 
Experimental Data 
With Rt\diation 
Length of Indentation Hardness 



































l11croscope Objective P<TV'78r 
Filar Eyepiece 
Indenter Contact Tima 
Effect 
P Typo Silicon 
100D1786 - 1018 impur. atams/cc 
100D1777S - 1017 impur. atoma/co 
6-1424 - 1016 impur. atams/oc 
100D1732 - 1015 impur. atoms/co 
100D1687S - 1014 imp~. ato~/co 
N Type Silicon 
102-JOS - 1019 impur. atoms/co 
l-fS2732 - 1018 impur. atoms/ co 
102-BSS - 1017 impur. atoms/co 
100D1810 - 1016 impur. atoms/co 
102-353 - 1015 impur. atoms/co 
14 100D17JBS - 10 impur. at~/co 
6grams 
Knoop Diamond fKCL-608 
50 X 
Bausch and Lomb 
30 seconds 









.51 • .5 








Table VII A 
Experimental Data 
\vi th Radiat:ion 
HArdness Length of 
Indentation 
(Knoop ( f'1l.ar un:i ts , 
Number) minor) 
766 .5J.O 
738 52 • .5 
682 49.0 






899 49 • .5 
712 57.0 








































Table VII B 
Experimental Dnta 
Without Radiation 
Hardness Length of 
Indentation 
(Knoop (.filar units, 
Number) minor) 
918 48.0 
1024 47. 0 
957 48.5 
1121 48. 0 
937 48. 0 
980 46.5 





Length of Indentation Hardness 























( filar units, 
minor) 
so .s 
.52 • .5 
48 • .5 
49.0 
49 • .5 
52.5 
50.0 
.51 • .5 
49 • .5 
52.0 


















( filar units, 
minor) 
,54. 0 















































Table VII D 
Experimental. Data 
Without Radiation 
Hardness Length of 
Indentation 
(Knoop (filar units, 
Number) minor) 
9'37 48.0 
862 52. 0 
881 44. 5 
812 47.5 
1024 44.0 
84.5 52. 0 
9J7 5'3· .5 
918 51 .0 
782 44. 5 
725 4,5.5 
,50.0 


































.52 • .5 
.56.0 
Table VII E 
Experimontal Data 
\-/1 th Radiation 
Hardness Length o£ 
Indentation 





662 5J. O 
782 .57 • .5 




662 .5.5 .0 
Length of Indentation Hardnoss 
Average Values 






































Tab1e VII F 
Experimental Data 
Without Radiation 
Hardness Length of 
Indentation 
(Knoop (filar units, 
Number) minor) 
79? 50 .0 












Length of Indentation Hardness 
Averago Values 



























.50 • .5 
44.5 
51 • .5 
49.5 





































































50 • .5 
43.5 











Table Vll H 
Exper:llnental Data 
Without Radiation 
Hardness Length of 
Indentation 
(Knoop (filar units, 
Number) minor) 
812 45. 0 
1094 45 • .5 
1046 50 • .5 
829 48 • .5 
980 46 • .5 
1046 48. 0 
1070 4? • .5 
862 49. 0 
1174 50 • .5 
1046 44 • .5 
829 48. 0 
686 4?.0 
957 44. 5 
Length of Indentation Hardness 
Average Values 
46. 9 941 
Standard Devia.tions 



































Table VII I 
Experimental Data 
Wit h Radiation 
Hardness Length of 
!mentation 




7.52 .50 • .5 
72.5 48.0 
712 .5.5 • .5 
752 55.0 
699 47 • .5 
829 50 • .5 
881 50.0 
845 .53. 0 
738 51.5 
Length of Indentation Hardness 
Average Values 
51 .8 771 
Standard Deviations 





































Table VII J 
Experimental Data 
Uithout Radiation 
Hardness Longth of 
Indentation 














Length of Indentation Hardness 
.Average Values 
49. 2 859 
Standard Doviations 
































50 . 0 






























48 • .5 
48.0 









































Tabl.e VII L 
Experimental Data 
\lithout Radiation 
Hardnosa Langth ot 
Indentation 









































































52 • .5 
47. 0 
51 • .5 
49 • .5 
51 • .5 
51. 0 
.51 . 5 
46. 0 
Length of Indentation Hardness 
Average Values 
Standard Deviations 
























(filar un1 ta, 
minor) 
44 • .5 
46.0 
42 • .5 
48 • .5 
49.0 
49 • .5 
46 • .5 
47.0 
49 • .5 
46.0 
48.0 
Table VII N 
Experimental Data 
\-lithout Radiation 
IIardneas Length of 
Indentation 








9.57 44 • .5 
937 49.0 
84.5 46.0 
980 4.5 • .5 
899 





























48 • .5 




49 • .5 
52.5 
Table VII 0 
Experimental Data 
\-lith Radiation 
Hardness Length o£ 
Indentation 
(Knoop (f:Uar units, 
Number) minor) 
829 49. 5 
862 49. 0 
845 49. 0 
797 .53. 0 
881 49 • .5 
845 49. 0 
862 so.o 
712 48 • .5 
712 .51 • .5 
84.5 so.o 
7.52 .52.0 































52 • .5 




4.5 . 0 
4.5. 0 
47 • .5 
45. 0 
Table VII P 
Experimental Data 
Without Radiation 
Hardness Length of 
Indentation 
(Knoop (f'Uar units, 
Number) minor) 
862 48 • .5 
1024 46 • .5 
957 47 • .5 
752 4.5 • .5 
829 4.5 • .5 
937 .51 • .5 
84.5 47.0 
766 42.0 
1024 Q4. 0 
1024 44.5 
918 44 • .5 
1024 4). 0 
Length of Indentation Bardnoss 
Average Values 













































































































Table VII R 
Experimental Data 
Without Radiation 
Hardness Length of 
Indentation 
(Knoop (£Ua.r units, 
Number) minor) 
829 4.5 • .5 
980 47o0 
899 4.5 • .5 
980 43 • .5 
899 49.0 
881 47. 0 





797 46 • .5 
44.5 










































Table VII S 
Exper imental Data 
With Radiation 
Hardness Length of 
Indentation 
(Knoop (filar units, 
Number) minor) 
725 48.0 







812 46 • .5 
899 48.0 
862 ,51.0 










































Table VII T 
Exporl.Iaental Data 
\vi thout Radiation 
Hardness Length of 
Indentation 









980 4.5· .5 
1231 48 • .5 
797 47 • .5 
957 • 4'). 0 
937 44.0 
962 45 • .5 







































































Length of Indentation Hardness 
Average V a1ues 









































Table VII V 
Experimental Data 
Without Radiation 
Hardnoss Length of' 
Indentation 
(Knoop (.filar umta, 
Number) minor) 
862 47. 0 
957 51. 0 
1002 48. 0 
782 53·5 
829 51. 0 
812 48. 5 
782 49. 5 
957 53.0 
829 47. 5 
881 49. 0 
845 47.0 
752 49. 5 
937 48. 0 
Length of Indentat1.on Hardness 
Aver ago Values 



























Indenter Contact Time 
100D1687S 
P type Sll1.oon 
1014 imp~ty atoms per co 
Knoop Diamond #KCL-608 
&usoh and Lomb 
.30 seconds 
AJ.1. readings taken at roam temperature 
120 
I:nclenter Load 
Table VIII A. 
E:x:per:1mental. Data 
W~thout Radiation 
M:iaroseope Objective Power 
Length o:r 
Indentation 





51 . 0 
56. 0 
48. 5 
,54 • .5 

























Longth of Indentation Hardness 




























49 • .5 
so.s 
.52. 0 
56 • .5 
.52 • .5 
.54 • .5 
.51. 5 
.56. 0 
51 . 0 
Table Vm B 
Experimental Data 
With &J.diation 
Hardness Length of 
Indentation 
(Knoop (:filar unit s, 
Number) minor) 
696 .59· 0 
677 59.0 
6)1 .56 • .5 
.53.5 .51 • .5 





.52 • .5 
Length o£ I ndentation Unrdneas 
Average Values 
_54 . 0 .586 
Standard I>Gviat1.ona 

















Table VIII C 
Experimental Data 
\li thout Radiation 
}1icroscopo Objective Power 
Length of 
Indentation 




























60 . 0 
59.0 





























I ndenter Load 
Length o£ 
Indontat:i.on 









Table VIII D 
Experimental Data 
Hith Rad:i.ation 
Hardness Length o£ 
Indentation 
(Knoop (f'ilar un:i. ts, 
Num.bor) minor) 
694 67 .5 
564 71. ,5 
694 68. 5 
818 72 • .5 
790 71 . ,5 
764 70 .5 
.549 
Length of Indentation Hardness 
Average Va1ues 
70. 4 689 
Standard Dev:i.ations 













Tab1a VIII E 
Experimenta1 Data 
\-li thout Rad1.a:tion 
Microscope Objective P~ier 
Length o:f 
Indentati.on 





31 . 0 
)6. 0 
























































Tabl.e VIII F 
Experimental. Data 
With Radiation 
Hardness Length of 
Indentation 
(Knoop (filar units, 
Number) minor) 
780 37·5 
702 38. 0 
738 40. 5 
822 37· 5 
720 44. 5 
648 42. 0 
702 40. 0 
702 3.5· 5 
666 39· 5 
552 
Length of Indentation Hardness 
kv.orage V n1ues 
39. 2 674 
Standard Dev:iati.ons 
















Table VIII G 
Exper1.menta1 Data 
\oli thout Radiation 








JJ . O 





























36 • .5 































41 . 0 
40 • .5 
41 .. .5 
J8 • .5 
.37· 0 















(:filar Ul'd ts, 
minor) 
39.0 
41 . 0 
)8 • .5 
)8. 0 
42 • .5 
J8 • .5 
40. ,5 
Length of Indentation Hardness 
Average Values 
















Table vm I 
Experimental Data 
Without Radiation 






39 • .5 
43. 0 
43. 0 
41 . 0 
41 • .5 
44. 0 
39. 0 















(£11.ar un:i ts, 
minor) 
44 • .5 
46 • .5 


































( tnar un:1 ts, 
minor) 










Ta.blo VIII J 
Exper~ntal Dat a 
l.Jith Radiat1on 
Hardness Length of 
Indentation 
(Knoop (filar uni.ts, 
Number) minor) 
710 4.5 . 0 
720 47 • .5 
880 46 • .5 
98.5 44. 0 
766 4.5 . 0 
81.5 44. 0 
7.50 47. 5 
860 42. 5 
920 4J. 5 
782 44. 0 
Length o£ Indentation Hardneas 
Average V a1uas 
45. 6 830 
Standard De~ations 

















Tab1e VIll K 
Experimental. Data 
W2tl1out Radiation 





































49 • .5 
.57· 0 
Length of Indontat~on Hardness 
































46 • .5 
l•J . O 
47. 0 
46. 0 






Tabl.e Vlli L 
Exper.imentaJ. Data 
With Radiation 
Hardness Length of 
Indentation 
(Knoop (:f'i1ar units, 
Number) minor) 
91~ 40. 0 
1024 47. 0 
9.57 48 • .5 
1121 48. 0 
937 48. 0 
980 46 • .5 
881 50.5 
1121 47. 0 
899 50.5 
937 48. 0 
918 47.0 
1070 






















Tabl.e VIII 11 
Experimonto.J. Data 
Without Radiation 
U:icroscope ObjooU.vo Powor 
Length o£ 
Indontatio n 

































Length o£ Indentation lla.rdn13ss 
























Tab1e VIII N 
Exper:lr...enta1 Data 
\rlith Radiation 
Hardness Longth of 
Indentation 
( f'il.a.r units, (Knoop (mar uni. ts, 
minor) Number) minor) 
9~-.5 928 .59.0 
_51.} • .5 928 56. 0 
6o. o 76.5 59-5 
.58. 0 816 .5.5 . 0 
57.0 848 60 .5 
60. 0 76.5 57.0 
.56 • .5 864 59 • .5 
.59· .5 778 .55.0 
.53 • .5 960 60.0 
Length of Indentation IIardness 
Average Val.uas 
.57 • .5 83.5 
Standard Davi.atio%13 
















Table Vlli 0 
Experimental Data 
Without Radiat~on 
11:1.aroscope Objective Power 
Length of 
Indentation 




59 • .5 
62.5 






















62 • .5 
65.5 
64 • .5 
61 • .5 
6J • .5 


























(filar un1 ts, 
minor) 
6?. 0 
6.5 . 0 
6:3-.5 
6J • .5 
6? .5 
68.5 




Tab1e vm P 
E:x:perimonta1 Data 
With Ractl.ation 
Hardness Length of 
Indentation 
(Knoop (.fil.ar un:tts, 
Number) minor) 
769 65. 0 
816 So. 5 
8.5.5 67.5 
855 65 .5 
7.58 62. 0 
736 6J. 5 
842 68. 0 
792 59-.5 
972 59-.5 
882 62. 0 





















Tab~e VIII Q 
Expar~ental Data 
Without Radiation 








70 . 0 
67. 0 
73· .5 
7q . s 
74. 0 

















71 • .5 
67 . 5 
72. 0 
68 • .5 
66. 5 




Length of Indentation Hardnoss 
Average Values 
70 . 5 
Standard Deviations 




























69 • .5 
73. 0 
69.5 
70 . 0 
74.5 
71 . 0 
Table VIII R 
ExperimentaL Data 
vl:tth Ractiat:ion 
Hardness Length o£ 
Indentation 
(Knoop (filar uni.tst 
Number) minor) 
944 72 • .5 
790 69. 0 
844 73-0 
75.5 71. 0 
931 78. 0 
845 73· .5 
931 70. 0 
918 72-5 
811 69 • .5 
893 
Length of Indontat:ion Hardness 
Average Val.ues 
72. 1 863 
Standard Deviat~ons 


















Crystallographic Ef'facts on the Photomocban:1aa1 Ef'f'ect 
100D1687S 
P type S:Uioon 
14 10 impurity atoms por co 
Indenter Load 6 grams 
Indenter Knoop Diamond IKCL-6o8 
1-aoroscope Objective Pot-rer .50 X 
Filar ~apiece Bausoh and Lomb 
Indenter Contact Ti.ma :30 aaeonds 
Angl.es are arb1trari1y taken w1.th 0° bo.1.ng along the long Gdge of 
the sampl.o 












55 • .5 
53-5 
.56. 0 
.51 • .5 
55-5 
Table DC A 
Experimental Data 
Angle 
\·l:t th Radiation 
Hardness Length of' 
Indentation 
(Knoop (f'llar un:1. ts, 
Number) minor) 
752 57.0 
752 51 .5 
686 .51. 5 
712 48. 0 
899 .52-.5 
899 52. 0 
686 49 • .5 
72.5 48.5 
662 50.5 
782 .51. 0 
686 54.5 
Length of' Indentation Hardness 
Average Values 
.52. 0 766 
PhotamachanicaJ. Effect 
(, so:f.'taning) 


















( i'Uar un:1 ta, 
minor) 




49 • .5 
47. 5 
54.5 
47 . 5 
so.o 
48. 0 
48 • .5 
Table IX D 
Experimental. Datn 
Angle 
\vi thout Radiation 
Hardness Length of 
Indentation 
(Knoop (filar units, 
Number) minor) 
918 .50 • .5 
918 47. 5 
980 .50. 5 
829 42. 0 
84.5 44. 0 
918 53.0 
699 L,6. 5 
918 49. 0 
829 44 • .5 
899 48. 0 
881 
Length of Indentat~on l!ardness 
Average Values 



































Hardness Length o£ 
Indentation 
(Knoop ( .t'il.ar un:!. t.s , 
Uumbor) minor) 
829 46. 5 
937 52.0 





766 48. 0 
725 _54. 0 
699 50. 5 
712 47.5 
725 50. 5 
























( f'llar un1 ts ~ 
minor) 
47. 0 
46 • .5 
47 • .5 
44. 0 






43 • .5 
40 • .5 




Hardness Length of 
Indontat:ion 
(Knoop (f:Uar un1-ts, 
Number) minor) 
937 48.0 
957 43 • .5 
918 L•s.o 
1070 44 • .5 
1046 46.5 
899 48. 0 
980 .52. 0 
918 43 • .5 
1046 47.0 
812 43. 0 
1094 43.0 
881 48. 0 
Length of Indentation Hardnass 
.Avorago Values 



















( filar units, 
Idnor) 
51 • .5 
55.0 














Hardness Length c£ 
Indentation 
(Knoop (filar un:1 ts, 
:Number) minor) 
782 49. 0 
6~ 54.5 
782 53. 5 
738 57-0 
712 SJ. O 





829 .57. 0 
674 56.5 
Length of Indentation Ha.rdnesa 
Avarage Values 
,54. 1 708 
Photomeohanical Effect 
( f s o!'toning) 





















51 . 0 




,51 . 0 
.51. 0 
52.5 
41 . 5 
46. 5 
49. 5 




Hardness Length o£ 
Indentation 
(Knoop (filar units, 
Number) minor) 
79'1 44.0 
918 49 • .5 
881 ,50 • .5 
9.57 49. 0 
957 49. 0 
797 4.5. 5 
79'1 46.5 




Length of Indentation Hardness 


















( fllar urd ts, 
minor) 
57.0 




51 • .5 
56.0 





Tab1e IX G 
Experimenta1 Data 
Angle 900 
tvi th Radiation 
Hardness Length o:r 
Indentation 
(Knoop ( fil.ar un1 ts, 
Number) m:tnor) 
6'Y? .53· .5 
812 ,52.0 
738 49 • .5 
738 60. 0 


































48 • .5 
50.5 
.50. 5 
4? . 5 
4?. 5 
49 • .5 
,54 • .5 
48. 0 
47 • .5 




Hardness Length or 
Indentetion 
(Knoop (filar units, 
Numbor) minor) 
9.57 49. 0 
881 53-0 
812 51 .0 
812 51 • .5 
918 46.0 
918 4J • .5 
84.5 .52 • .5 
699 49. 0 
899 .51 .0 
918 47 • .5 
Length o£ Indontati.on Hardness 
Average V al.uos 




















Effect o£ Infrared Wavelengths 
100D1687S 
P type Sil.ioon 
1014 impurity atoms per oc 
6 grams 
Knoop Diamond li KCL-608 
~croscope Object~va Power 50 X 
F~ Eyepiece Bausch and Lomb 
Indenter Contact Time 30 seconds 
AD. readings taken at room temperature 
148 
Table X A 
Experimental. Data 
lii.thout Rad:i.ation 
Length o£ Indentation 
( £il.ar un:1 t s 1 minor) 
l.t6 • .5 
46.0 
50. 0 
49 • .5 
47. 0 
48 • .5 
Q7 • .5 
47.0 




























Tabl.o X B 
Experimental Dnta 
Wi.th Radinti.on 
Length of Indentation 
(filar un1 ts, minor) 
.51 • .5 
.52. 0 
.51 • .5 
so .o 









.51 • .5 
.51. 0 
Average Val.ues 
.51 . 3 
Standard Devi.ations 
Hardness 


















Table X C 
Exporimanta1 Data 
With Filtorod Radiation 
Length of Indentation 
(filar un1. ts, minor) 



































1. 41 53 
1.51 
